Profile
GRK Reddy,
Chairman & Managing Director, MARG Group
A first generation entrepreneur & the man behind one of India’s fastest growing
infrastructure organizations.
GRK Reddy is a visionary & the man behind the success of MARG Group. A
first generation entrepreneur (fondly referred to as GRK by friends and peers),
he began his career in the merchant banking industry and gained valuable
experience in advising and structuring financial closures. In 1994, he
promoted the MARG Group. GRK has gone beyond the conventional
stereotype models of growth and has steered MARG from an EPC
company to a diversified infrastructure major.
A post graduate in commerce and alumni of Kellogg School of
Management, GRK recognizes the untapped potential in
infrastructure space. He envisages that “Sustainable
Infrastructure” will be critical to Indian economy, driving
the second generation of reforms.
Today, MARG Group has over two decades of
reassuring presence in infrastructure development and
is pioneering the development of economic growth
centers. MARG's portfolio spans across the infrastructure
value chain - EPC, Marine Infrastructure, Logistics, Urban
& Industrial infrastructure and Real Estate (residential and
commercial).
GRK’s business philosophy revolves around inclusive growth,
sustainable development and redefining the fundamentals of
urbanization with a desire to give back to society through ‘holistic
region development’ for a better quality of life in neighbourhood
communities. All MARG projects are standing testimony to this
philosophy.
Being a thought leader in the Infrastructure segment, GRK has
championed green technologies and innovative city & urban space
planning with modernised construction techniques.
GRK is actively involved with Confederation of Indian Industry (CII), is a
member on a number of prestigious committees and is currently the
President of Indo-Australian Chamber of Commerce.
GRK is the recipent of several prestigious awards.

Awarded “Tamil Nadu Emerging
Entrepreneur” award for vision and
willingness to dream big - initiated
by CII along with Business Line

Awarded as ‘Innovative CEO of the year
2011’ at India Leadership Conclave,
Mumbai

Awarded the ‘Indian Leadership Award
for Industrial Development’ by All India
Achievers Foundation, New Delhi

Awarded as ‘Person of the Year’ at 4th
GIREM Leadership Summit 2011, Goa

Conferred with the ‘Special Jury Award’
at ‘Gateway Awards of Excellence: Ports
& Shipping 2012’

Awarded the ‘South East CEO Conclave
Award 2010 for Corporate Social
Responsibility’

Conferred with the ‘Asia Pacific
Excellence Award 2011’ at Kathmandu

Awarded as ‘Infrastructure Person of the
Year’ at Construction Week Awards
2011

Awarded as ‘Outstanding Entrepreneur’
at Asia Pacific Entrepreneurship Award
2011, New Delhi

Conferred with ’Exemplary Leadership
Award’ by Bengal Chamber of
Commerce & Industry at India
Leadership Summit, Kolkata, 2012

Conferred with the title of ‘Real
Estate Icon of India’ 2012.

